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Abstract
The computational viewpoint contained within the Reference Model of Open Dis 
tributed Processing RM ODP shows how collections of objects can be congured
within a distributed system to enable interworking It prescribes certain capabilities
that such objects are expected to possess and structuring rules that apply to how
these objects can be congured with one another This paper highlights how the
specication language Z can be used to formalise these capabilities and the asso 
ciated structuring rules thereby enabling specications of ODP systems from the
computational viewpoint to be achieved
Keywords  Z Open Distributed Processing Architectural Semantics
  Introduction
The current standardisation initiative of ODP ISOIEC 	a ISOIEC 	b ISOIEC
	c ISOIEC 	d ISOIEC 	e
 has advocated the use of formal methods  Indeed
one whole part of the standardisation work is devoted entirely to how formal methods can
be used to enhance understanding of the reference model the architectural semantics of
ODP ISOIEC 	d ISOIEC 	e
 
The architectural semantics work is concerned with ensuring that the reference model
for ODP is consistent with itself  It brings formal expression to the semiformal concepts
i e  concepts written in formal English contained within the reference model  It achieves
this through interpreting the dierent concepts in various formal languages  Presently
LOTOS ISOIEC b
 Z Spivey 
 ESTELLE ISOIEC a
 and SDL ITU
T 
 are under consideration  The aim is that it will not be possible to produce
incompatible ODP specications as was the case with OSI see Turner 	
 
Initially the scope of the architectural semantics work was concerned with the more
fundamental concepts e g  object interface action  However it was recognised that
the scope of the work could be extended further through attempting to formalise the more
prescriptive concepts of the RMODP those concerned with the viewpoint languages  This
paper provides the basis for the formalisation of one such viewpoint language in Z the
computational viewpoint language 
The rest of the paper is structured as follows  Section  gives a brief overview of
the RMODP and introduces the viewpoint languages  It also considers the architectural
semantics work and the dierent approaches that can be taken to it  Section  considers
in detail the formalisation of the syntactic features of the computational language  Section
 introduces a framework for consideration of the expected behaviour of computational
objects  Section 	 considers how computational interface templates can be represented in
Z  Section  shows how binding of computational interfaces can be achieved  Section 
shows how computational objects can be represented in Z  Finally section  draws some
conclusions on the work done 
 Overview of ODP
The RMODP is a framework that is being developed to enable standards for distributed
systems to be developed in a uniform consistent and expedient fashion  It is based upon
concepts derived from current distributed processing developments and as far as possible
on the use of formal description techniques to specify the architecture  The RMODP
uses an objectoriented approach where an object may be regarded as an identiable
encapsulated aspect of some real world entity  The advantages of this with regard to
systems development generally are well documented in the literature e g  Meyer 
 
The advantages of this approach for distributed systems development are presented in some
detail in Blair  Lea 
  The RMODP itself is divided into four main parts
Part   Overview and Guide to Use ISOIEC 	a
 contains an overview and
guide to use of the RMODP 
Part   Foundations ISOIEC 	b
 contains the denition of concepts and gives
the framework for description of distributed systems  It also introduces the principles
of conformance and the way they may be applied to ODP  In eect Part  provides
the vocabulary with which distributed systems may be described reasoned about
and developed i e  it is used as the basis for understanding the concepts contained
within Part  of the RMODP 
Part   Architecture ISOIEC 	c
 contains the specication of the required char
acteristics that qualify distributed system as open i e  constraints to which ODP
systems must conform  The main features of Part  include the viewpoint languages
conformance issues functions and transparencies  It is the viewpoint languages that
are of concern in this paper in particular the computational viewpoint 
ODP uses the notion of a viewpoint as it recognises that it is not possible to capture
eectively all aspects of design in a single description  A given viewpoint captures
certain design facets of concern to a particular group involved in the design process 
In doing so the complexity involved in considering the system is reduced  ODP
recognises ve viewpoints each with its own associated language
Enterprise Viewpoint  this focuses on the expression of purpose policy and bound
ary for a given ODP system 
Information Viewpoint  this focuses on the information and information process
ing functions in a given ODP system 
Computational Viewpoint  this focuses on the functional decomposition of a
given ODP system and on the interworking and portability of ODP functions 
Engineering Viewpoint  this focuses on the infrastructure required to support
distributed processing 
Technology Viewpoint  this focuses on suitable technologies to support distributed
processing 
Part   Architectural Semantics ISOIEC 	d ISOIEC 	e
 contains a for
malisation of a subset of the ODP concepts  This formalisation is achieved through
interpreting each concept in terms of the constructs of a given formal specication
language 
Several approaches have been put forward to formalise the concepts of ODP each
with their own advantages and disadvantages as discussed in Sinnott  Turner 	
 
Briey these are
formalisation in natural language  here the approach is to write in English how
the concept might best be modelled in a given formal language  The advantages
of this approach are that it brings most understanding of the concept under
consideration and it can be applied to all concepts  The disadvantage is that it
is not directly applicable to writing specications i e  no library of specication
fragments has been built that can be used directly 
direct formalisation in mathematics  this approach models the concepts directly
in mathematics as opposed to via a formal language e g  Z  The advantage of
this approach is that it is possible to represent precisely what is meant by the
concepts considered  The disadvantages are that it is not particularly easy to
understand and that it has little or no relation to the formal methods currently
being considered in the architectural semantics work 
formalisation through specication templates  this approach develops explicit
specication fragments that can be used to build ODP specications  The ad
vantages of this is that wouldbe speciers can use the specication fragments
directly to build their specications  The disadvantage is that it is not always
possible to give particular specication fragments due to being overprescriptive 
For example it is not possible to give a precise specication fragment for an
object since all objects are likely to have their own particular behaviours 
Thus each approach has certain advantages and disadvantages  This paper provides
a formalisation based upon providing specication templates in Z  arguably the
most useful of the three approaches for speciers of ODP systems  In particular it
provides specic behavioural fragments that have been identied as necessary from
the computational viewpoint 
 Syntactic Aspects of Computational Objects
The computational viewpoint contains the concepts and rules associated with objects and
their associated interfaces  It prescribes the sort of interfaces that are found in ODP and
the rules that apply to them e g  only interfaces in a specic relationship such as subtype

can be connected  These rules are given in terms of syntactic aspects of the interface i e 
its signature as opposed to behavioural aspects  Thus all messages passed to objects will
at least have an understood format 
To formalise the concepts associated with the computational viewpoint it is necessary
to introduce labels Name
 for things e g  names of operations and types  The types
existing in the system are denoted by TypeIdentier  
The parameters that are associated with interfaces to computational objects consist of
a name and a type  It should always be possible to determine the type of a parameter in a
given system  Thus Parameter is introduced as an injective function from names to types 
Parameter  Name  TypeIdentier
It is also useful to introduce sequences of these parameters 
ParameterList  seqParameter
Interfaces in the computational viewpoint can be stream operational or signal  These
have a causality either associated with the interface as a whole operational
 or with the
individual actions associated with the interfaces stream signal
  The dierent causalities
may be represented by
Causality  Producer j Consumer j Initiator j Responder j Client j Server
There are two basic kinds of operation in RMODP interrogations and announcements 
Interrogations consist of an invocation action followed by a nonempty nite set of termi
nation actions  Announcements consist of only an invocation action 
An invocation action consists of a name for the invocation and the number name and
type of the argument parameters associated with the invocation  An invocation may thus
be represented by the following schema
InvocationTemplate
invocationName  Name
inArgs  ParameterList
A termination action is similar to an invocation i e  it has a name number names
and types of result parameters 
TerminationTemplate
terminationName  Name
outArgs  ParameterList
Having dened invocation and termination actions interrogations and announcements
can be specied  An interrogation is a single invocation followed by a nonempty nite set
of terminations
InterrogationSignature
invocation  InvocationTemplate
terminations  
 
TerminationTemplate
An announcement consists of a single invocation
AnnouncementSignature
invocation  InvocationTemplate
Operational interface signatures consist of sets of announcements and interrogations
and the interface as a whole is given a causality client or server  Naming considerations
of the components of the interface are also required  That is all invocation names in
the interface are required to be unique  All termination names associated with a given
invocation are required to be unique and the parameter names associated with invocations
and terminations are required to be unique  This can be represented as
OperationInterfaceSignature
anns  AnnouncementSignature
ints   InterrogationSignature
role  Causality
role   fClient  Serverg
as
 
  as

 AnnouncementSignature is
 
  is

 InterrogationSignature
t
 
  t

 TerminationTemplate p
 
  p

 Parameter 
as
 
  anns  as

  anns  as
 
 as


as
 
invocationinvocationName  as

invocationinvocationName
 
is
 
  ints  is

  ints  is
 
 is


is
 
invocationinvocationName  is

invocationinvocationName
 
is
 
  ints  as
 
  anns 
is
 
invocationinvocationName  as
 
invocationinvocationName
 
is
 
  ints  t
 
  is
 
terminations  t

  is
 
terminations  t
 
 t


t
 
terminationName  t

terminationName
 
as
 
  anns  hp
 
i in as
 
invocationinArgs  hp

i in as
 
invocationinArgs
 
is
 
  ints  hp
 
i in is
 
invocationinArgs  hp

i in is
 
invocationinArgs
 
is
 
  ints  t
 
  is
 
terminations  hp
 
i in t
 
outArgs 
hp

i in t
 
outArgs
  p
 
 p


 rst p
 
 rst p



Signals represent the most basic unit of interaction in the computational viewpoint 
They may be considered as single atomic actions between computational objects  They
have associated with them a name the number names and types of parameters and a
causality  A signal signature may thus be represented by
SignalSignature
signalName  Name
args  ParameterList
role  Causality
role   fInitiator  Responderg
A signal interface signature consists of a set of signal signatures  Each signal name asso
ciated with a given signal interface signature is required to be unique and the parameters
names associated with signals are required to be unique 
SignalInterfaceSignature
signals  SignalSignature
 ss
 
  ss

 SignalSignature p
 
  p

 Parameter 
ss
 
  signals  ss

  signals  ss
 
 ss


ss
 
signalName  ss

signalName
 
ss
 
  signals  hp
 
i in ss
 
args  hp

i in ss
 
args  p
 
 p


rst p
 
 rst p



The computational viewpoint also considers interfaces concerned with the continuous
ow of data e g  multimedia  The exact nature of the ow of information is abstracted
away from it is represented here simply as a type
 
  Flow signatures also contain a name
for the ow and an indication of the causality of the ow  This may be represented as
FlowSignature
owName  Name
owType  TypeIdentier
role  Causality
role   fProducer  Consumerg
Stream interfaces consist of sets of ow signatures  Each ow signature name in a given
stream interface signature is required to be uniquely identied  This can be represented
as
StreamInterfaceSignature
ows  FlowSignature
 fs
 
  fs

 FlowSignature 
fs
 
  ows  fs

  ows  fs
 
 fs

 fs
 
owName  fs

owName
 
In reality it is likely to be a more complex type due to the properties associated with it  e g  temporal
aspects of the ow
Before proceeding to show how these syntactic structures can be used to build computa
tional interfaces and computational objects it is necessary to consider issues of behaviour
i e  the behaviour specication associated with the object and interface templates 
 Introducing Behavioural Considerations
Computational interfaces and the objects that they support can be considered as consisting
of signatures that are oered to the environment i e  the other objects in the system and
a behaviour specication

that corresponds to what occurs when the operations associated
with these signatures are invoked from the environment 
A behaviour specication consists of a possibly innite
 set of distinct

actions with
constraints on their occurrence  These constraints impose a partial ordering on the set
of actions  The actions themselves can be internal to the object or observable to the
environment i e  require participation synchronisation
 with the environment to occur 
We introduce the basic type
action
to denote the set of all possible actions  This will later section 
 be replaced by an
other type related to the specic actions that can be associated with computational object
templates once these action templates have been developed 
A behaviour specication as a collection of actions with an ordering relation between
them may thus be represented by
behspec  far
 
  ar

 action action j
ar
 
 ar

 
 ar
 
 ar
 
 
   ar

 ar

 
 ar

g
Here a set of relations between actions is being built  These relations are partial orders 
That is the expression ar
 
 ar

 
states that the relation is equal to its transitive closure
which is the same as saying that it is transitive  The expression ar
 
 ar
 
 
  ensures
that the relation is antisymmetric i e  no two actions in the relation are related by the
inverse of the relation also  Finally the expression ar

 ar

 
states that ar

is ar
 
with
the addition of all the reexive pairs  Thus relation ar

is a relation that is transitive
antisymmetric and reexive i e  a partial order 
  Consideration of Interface Templates
In order to consider computational interfaces it is necessary to introduce some functions
that map action signatures to actions i e  invocation templates to invocation actions etc 

Computational objects and interfaces are also required to possess environment contracts however 
consideration of these is outside the scope of this paper

If the actions in a behaviour specication were not distinct then the actual actions associated with
an object or interface could be represented by a bag in Z to overcome problems of multiplicity  e g  in
recursive behaviour
As will be seen in section  these represent only a subset of the possible action templates
that can be associated with computational objects  We also introduce the special action
Internal  
Internal  action
Fail  action
Internal corresponds to an action in the behaviour specication of an interface or object
that does not require synchronisation with the environment to occur  Fail is a special action
that models the failure or nonoccurrence
 of some other action 
isInternalAction  Internal action
isFailAction  Fail action
isInvocationAction  InvocationTemplate action
isTerminationAction  TerminationTemplate action
isSignalAction  SignalSignature action
isFlowAction  FlowSignature action
hran isInvocationAction  ran isTerminationAction  ran isSignalAction 
ran isFlowAction  ran isFailAction  ran isInternalActioni partition action
Computational interfaces are represented by a signature and a behaviour specication 
Operational interface templates may thus be represented by
OperationalInterfaceTemplate
operations  
 
OperationInterfaceSignature
opIntTempBehSpec  behspec
ois  OperationInterfaceSignature j ois   operations 
let invActs  finvAct  InvocationTemplate j
 as  AnnouncementSignature is  InterrogationSignature j
as   oisanns  is   oisints 
invAct   fasinvocationg  invAct   fisinvocationg
 
isInvocationActioninvAct
g 
let termActs  ftermAct  TerminationTemplate j
 is  InterrogationSignature j is   oisints  termAct   isterminations
 
isTerminationActiontermAct
g 
let otherActs  fia  Internal j
isInternalActionia
   domopIntTempBehSpec 	 ran opIntTempBehSpec 
isInternalActionia
g 
hinvActs  termActs  otherActsi partition
domopIntTempBehSpec 	 ran opIntTempBehSpec



This states that the only actions that can be found in the behaviour specication
associated with an operational interface template are either invocation actions termination
actions or internal actions 
Stream interface templates may be represented by
StreamInterfaceTemplate
streams  
 
StreamInterfaceSignature
strIntTempBehSpec  behspec
 sts  StreamInterfaceSignature j sts   streams 
let owActs  ffs  FlowSignature j fs   stsows  isFlowActionfs
g 
let otherActs  fia  Internal j
isInternalActionia
   dom strIntTempBehSpec 	 ran strIntTempBehSpec 
isInternalActionia
g 
howActs  otherActsi partition
dom strIntTempBehSpec 	 ran strIntTempBehSpec


This states that the only actions that can be found in the behaviour specication
associated with a stream interface template are either stream actions or internal actions 
Signal interface templates may be represented by
SignalInterfaceTemplate
signals  
 
SignalInterfaceSignature
sigIntTempBehSpec  behspec
 sis  SignalInterfaceSignature j sis   signals 
let sigActs  fss  SignalSignature j
ss   sissignals  isSignalActionss
g 
let otherActs  fia  Internal j
isInternalActionia
   dom sigIntTempBehSpec 	 ran sigIntTempBehSpec 
isInternalActionia
g 
hsigActs  otherActsi partition
dom sigIntTempBehSpec 	 ran sigIntTempBehSpec


This states that the only actions that can be found in the behaviour specication
associated with a signal interface template are either signal actions or internal actions 
Computational interface templates can be operational signal or stream interface tem
plates  This can be represented by
ComputationalInterfaceTemplate  operationalOperationalInterfaceTemplate j
streamStreamInterfaceTemplate j
signalSignalInterfaceTemplate
Before proceeding to show how these computational interface templates can be used to
build computational object templates it is necessary to consider other action templates
that can be associated with computational objects  Specically the computational view
point identies behaviours related to the forking joining and spawning of activities and
the binding of interfaces 
 Behavioural Activity Considerations
An activity may be regarded as a single headed directed acyclic graph of actions where
occurrence of actions is made possible by the occurrence of all immediately preceding
actions i e  by all adjacent actions closer to the head 
In order to consider the activities that can be associated with an object it is necessary
to consider the actions associated with an object and the constraints on their occurrence
as a directed graph digraph
 of actions  A digraph is a set of actions as
 with an ordering
relation or
 between them  This can be represented as
digraph  fas   action or  action action j domor 	 ran or
 
 asg
A directed acyclic graph dag
 is a directed graph that contains no cycles 
dag  fas   action or  action action j
as  or
   digraph  disjoint hor

  id actionig
Here or

represents the transitive closure of the ordering relation and id is the identity
relation on a set  The above states that no node can be reached in one or more steps from
itself  Thus there are no cycles in the graph 
A connected directed acyclic graph condag
 is a directed acyclic graph that does not
have separate subgraphs  This can be represented as
condag  fas   action or  action action j
as  or
   dag  or 	 or
 



 action  actiong
Here or
 
represents the relational inverse of the directed edge relation  Thus or 	 or
 
describes edges where the nodes are joined in both directions and or	or
 



is the reexive
transitive closure of the edge relation i e  it relates all nodes reachable by zero or more
steps along the edges  actionaction is the set of all pairs of sets of actions  The condition
therefore states that all nodes can be reached from all others in zero or more steps hence
the graph is connected 
Finally an activity corresponds to a connected acyclic direct graphs of actions that is
single headed 
activity  fas   action or  action action j
as  or
   condag   a  action  fag  as n ran or
g
Computational objects may be associated with specic forms of activities  Of particular
importance are those activities connected with chains where a chain Chain
 may be
regarded as a sequence of actions within an activity where for each adjacent pair of actions
occurrence of the rst is necessary for the occurrence of the second action  A chain Chain

may thus be represented by
Chain  fsa  seq action j  act  activity  a
 
  a

 action j
ha
 
  a

i in sa  fa
 
  a

g 
 rst act  a
 
 a


   second act

g
Through considering chains objects having their own separate behaviours can be rea
soned about  That is dividing and joining actions can be considered  A joining action
Join
 is an action that is shared between two or more chains that results in a single chain 
This can be represented as
JoinAction
join  Chain  Chain Chain
 c
 
  c

  c

 Chain j c
 
 c

 c

 joinc
 
  c


  c


 a  action  hai in c
 
 hai in c

 last c
 
 last c


a  last c
 
 c

 tail SeqRestricta  c




 
a  last c

 c

 tail SeqRestricta  c
 





Here SeqRestrict is a function that takes an action and sequence of actions as arguments
and produces a subsequence of the sequence argument  This subsequence is given by the
sequence of actions following the action argument 
SeqRestrict  action  seq action seq action
a  action sa
 
 seq action 
SeqRestricta  sa
 

  if a  head sa
 
then sa
 
else SeqRestricta  tail sa
 



It should be noted here that this recursive denition has no base case since its usage
requires that the action is in the sequence as a precondition in JoinAction  See section 
for the repercussions of this formalisation of JoinAction 
Dividing actions are actions that enable two or more chains  There are two cases of
dividing action forking actions Fork
 in which the enabled chains eventually join each
other and spawning actions Spawn
 in which the enabled chains do not join each other 
These can be represented by
ForkAction
fork  Chain Chain  Chain
 c
 
  c

  c

 Chain j c
 
 c

 c

 forkc
 

  c

  c



 a  action j  JoinAction 
hai in c
 
 c

 SeqRestricta  c
 

  c

  c


   dom j join

SpawnAction
spawn  Chain Chain  Chain
 c
 
  c

  c

 Chain j c
 
 c

 c

 spawnc
 

  c

  c



 a  action j  JoinAction 
hai in c
 
 c

 SeqRestricta  c
 

  c

  c


   dom j join

The formalisation of these actions also have repercussions that are considered in more
detail in section  
 Binding Computational Interfaces
The interfaces supporting computational objects may be bound provided they satisfy cer
tain criteria they must have complementary signatures  A signature is complementary
to another one if it is identical apart from its causality being reversed  For operational
interface signatures this requires that one interface has client and the other server causality 
OpIntComp  OperationInterfaceSignatureOperationInterfaceSignature
 x   y  OperationInterfaceSignature j x   y
   OpIntComp 
x role  Client  yrole  Server
  x role  Server  yrole  Client

 
 int  InterrogationSignature ann  AnnouncementSignature 
int   x ints
 int   yints
  ann   x anns
 ann   yanns


For stream interface signatures complementarity requires that one interface has con
sumer causality and the other producer causality 
StrIntComp  StreamInterfaceSignature StreamInterfaceSignature
 x   y  StreamInterfaceSignature j x   y
   StrIntComp 
ax  FlowSignature j ax   x ows 
 by  FlowSignature  by   yows 
ax role  Producer  byrole  Consumer
 
ax role  Consumer  byrole  Producer

 
ax owType  byowType


For signal interface signatures complementarity requires that one interface has initiator
causality and the other responder causality 
SigIntComp  SignalInterfaceSignature SignalInterfaceSignature
 x   y  SignalInterfaceSignature j x   y
   SigIntComp 
ax  SignalSignature j ax   x signals 
 by  SignalSignature  by   ysignals 
ax role  Initiator  byrole  Responder
 
ax role  Responder  byrole  Initiator

 
ax args  byargs  ax signalName  bysignalName


Binding actions can be implicit compound or primitive  Implicit binding is used in
notations with no explicit terms that can be used to express the binding action  It is
dened only for server operational interfaces since it is not known where the initiative on
subsequent interactions is to be placed following binding  Compound binding enables sets
of interfaces to be bound through a binding object  Primitive binding simply binds an
interface of an object to another interface  It is primitive binding that is considered here 
Primitive binding occurs provided the two interfaces to be bound are complementary 
The result of this primitive binding is a collection of actions with an ordering between them 
This ordering is given by the transitive closure of the two partial orderings associated with
the behaviour specications of the interfaces 
BindAction
cit
 
  cit

 ComputationalInterfaceTemplate
res  action action
 sit
 
  sit

 SignalInterfaceTemplate sis
 
  sis

 SignalInterfaceSignature j
signalsit
 

  cit
 
 signalsit


  cit


sis
 
  sit
 
signals  sis

  sit

signals  sis
 
  sis


   SigIntComp 
res  sit
 
sigIntTempBehSpec 	 sit

sigIntTempBehSpec



 
 str
 
  str

 StreamInterfaceTemplate strs
 
  strs

 StreamInterfaceSignature j
streamstr
 

  cit
 
 streamstr


  cit


strs
 
  str
 
streams  strs

  str

streams  strs
 
  strs


   StrIntComp 
res  str
 
strIntTempBehSpec 	 str

strIntTempBehSpec



 
 oit
 
  oit

 OperationalInterfaceTemplate ois
 
  ois

 OperationInterfaceSignature j
operationaloit
 

  cit
 
 operationaloit


  cit


ois
 
  oit
 
operations  ois

  oit

operations  ois
 
  ois


   OpIntComp 
res  oit
 
opIntTempBehSpec 	 oit

opIntTempBehSpec




This thus enables interfaces to be bound provided they are syntactically compatible 
To attempt to establish that the two interfaces being bound are semantically compatible
would require that the two sets of partial orderings associated with the interface behaviour
specications be known and they not be contradictory  That is if a
 
  a


 were associated
with the partial ordering of one interface then a

  a
 

 would not be associated with the
other interface  The actual ordering of two noncontradictory partial orders is then given
by their transitive closure  Determining whether partial orderings are contradictory is
likely to be problematic in most nontrivial behaviours 
 Consideration of Object Templates
As stated computational object templates consist of collections of actions with constraints
on their occurrence  The specic actions related to computational objects include those
associated with their interfaces e g  invocations and terminations and those related to
binding and dividing and joining actions  This can be represented by the parameterised
free type denition Action where the function CompAct relates the basic type action to
the new type Action and the other functions represent mappings from action signatures
to actions  Thus a computational action may be represented by
Action  CompActaction j
isForkActionForkAction j
isSpawnActionSpawnAction j
isJoinActionJoinAction j
isBindActionBindAction
As before a behaviour specication may be given as a set of actions with a partial
ordering relation between them  Here the actions under consideration must be of the kind
Action 
BehSpec  fAR
 
 AR

 Action Action j
AR
 
 AR

 
 AR
 
 AR
 
 
   AR

 AR

 
 AR

g
Computational object templates consist of a collection of interface templates and a
behaviour specication  The exact kinds of actions that can be associated with computa
tional objects can now be prescribed however  These must be one of those that make up
the parameterised free type Action 
ComputationalObjectTemplate
ints  
 
ComputationalInterfaceTemplate
bs  BehSpec
a  Action j a   dom bs 	 ran bs 
 i  Internal  CompActisInternalActioni

  a
 
 f  Fail  CompActisFailActionf 

  a
 
 i  InvocationTemplate  CompActisInvocationActioni

  a
 
 t  TerminationTemplate  CompActisTerminationActiont

  a
 
 s  SignalSignature  CompActisSignalActions

  a
 
 f  FlowSignature  CompActisFlowActionf 

  a
 
 j  JoinAction  isJoinActionj 
  a
 
 f  ForkAction  isForkActionf 
  a
 
 s  SpawnAction  isSpawnActions
  a
 
 b  BindAction  isBindActionb
  a

 Conclusions and Acknowledgements
This paper has shown how the formal language Z can be used to model ODP compu
tational object templates in Z  A reusable library of specication fragments has been
developed along with structuring rules that apply to them thus enabling production of
ODPcompliant specications from the computational viewpoint  Amongst the advantages
in doing this as opposed to some other formal technique such as LOTOS are that many
of the structuring rules can be specied directly within the Z text  For example ensuring
naming rules are not violated in interface signatures in a LOTOS specication requires
the specier follows an informal modelling style i e  they have to specify unique names
themselves when writing their specications  In Z however these rules can be enforced
through having explicit predicates associated with the interface signatures and the names
contained within them as given here 
This paper also presents issues that need to be dealt with when considering type man
agement issues  For example as opposed to dealing with the predominantly syntactic
considerations involved in signature type checking as presented in Part  of the reference
model and in work such as Brookes  Indulska 
 this paper attempts to highlight
issues that need to be dealt with when attempting behavioural type checking  Examples
of this involve determining that partial orders in the behaviour specications associated
with interfaces are not contradictory  It should be noted that it is possible to specify such
things quite readily in Z however it is likely that this will be undecidable in general 
This paper has deliberately avoided dealing with issues that Z does not handle ade
quately  For example whilst Z is good at modelling static views of possible behaviours it
is poor at modelling dynamic behaviours that actually occur  It is for this reason that in
stantiation of interface and object templates and the actual occurrence of their actions has
been avoided  As a result attempts at modelling collections of interacting computational
objects has not been made  This is made especially dicult due to the lack of encapsu
lation and interaction semantics in Z  It is for further consideration how objectoriented
versions of Z can be used to model such congurations  Certainly encapsulation and forms
of interaction can made possible through the use of objectoriented versions of Z Stepney
Barden  Cooper 
 
Finally this paper further enforces the advantages to be gained from developing an
architectural semantics  Not only were numerous ambiguities identied in the reference
model of ODP but also several areas were identied where clarication was necessary  For
example the reference model describes the form of the interfaces to computational objects
e g  their signature structures and then proceeds to detail what a computational object
template should be able to do  The relation between computational object templates and
the structure of their interfaces is somewhat vague  For example computational object
templates should be able to spawn fork and join activities but there is no mention as to how
this can be achieved  That is are these all possible through operations signals and streams
or are they somehow dierent Similarly the denitions of dividing and joining actions
are imprecise  In joining say do both of the joining chains terminate with the production
of a new chain or does one chain terminate and the other carry on  Likewise for forking
and spawning actions there is no mention about the continuation of the existing chain 
The approach taken here has been to assume the chains continue to exist  These issues are
typical of those that remain hidden without developing an architectural semantics 
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